Overview of Human Walking Induced Energy Harvesting Technologies and Its Possibility for Walking Robotics
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Abstract: This study is mainly to provide an overview of human walking induced energy harvest. Focusing on the proportion of all energy sources provided by daily activity, the available human walking induced energy is divided with respect to the generation principle. The extensive research on harvesting energy results from body vibration, inertial element, and foot press to convert into electricity is overviewed. Over the past decades, various smart materials have been employed to achieve energy conversion. Generators based on electromagnetic induction or the triboelectric effect were developed and integrated. Small captured power and low overall efficiency are criticized. The concept of human walking energy harvest is extended into the wearable walking robotics using other mediums, such as fluid, to transmit power instead of electricity. By comparison, it is indicated that less energy conversion links are involved in energy regeneration of such applications and expected to guarantee less loss and higher efficiency. Meanwhile, in order to overcome the shortage of relatively low power output, comments are made that the harvester should be capable of adaptation under the condition that the mechanical energy of lower limb and feet is subject to change in different gait phases so as to maximize the collected energy.
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1. Introduction

Energy is a basic need in human life, and people are consuming more and more energy for doing their activities with the emergence of home appliances and wearable electronics [1,2]. The human body contains enormous amounts of energy produced by metabolism and is a promising energy source to harvest. Potential in power generation due to typical types of movements performed daily by a commonplace human body with a medium build is illustrated in Figure 1 [3,4]. Generally, the major energy provided by the human body results from limb movement, heat, and biochemical potentials. Among these three types of energy sources, body motion produces the most. It is estimated that energy generated by these sources is as considerable as capable of powering computers and other electronics indispensable in modern daily life [5].
Harvesting energy available in vivo, such as the biochemical energy in bio-fluid, is relatively difficult, and the output power signal is weak [6]. On the other hand, a thermoelectric generator can be used to get electric energy from human body heat. The recent achievements on various applications of thermoelectric devices have been made promisingly. As shown in Figure 2, an energy harvesting test with a thin layer of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) spread on a wrist conducted at a room temperature of 17.2 °C proved that power of more than 10 µW/cm² could be generated at a normal walking speed, and it can spread across various body locations additionally [7]. Although energy produced either by harvesting on clothes or taping the device directly to the skin is only several micro Watts, it proves to be a reliable power supply for low-power wearable electronics like wireless electrocardiography [8,9]. However, it has to cover more area of the human body in order to obtain more output power, which may make people feel uncomfortable.

In contrast, interest in harvesting energy from human walking has grown tremendously. Human walking induced energy is much easier to harvest and convert into electricity in relatively greater quantity because it contains the kinetic and potential energy of the body. Primarily, human walking induced energy takes three forms, generated from foot strike, body inertia, and vibration. Since foot–ground contact during walking produces considerable biomechanical energy, efforts to capture energy from foot strike by planting the harvester beneath the shoes have been taken extensively recently [10–15]. While walking, the center of mass of the human body as well as limbs moves continuously and yields inertia energy. Special mechanisms can be designed to achieve movement transformation from translation to rotation and drive an electric generator to generate power [16–18]. Basically, human walking is composed of a series of periodic motions, and mechanical vibration...
exists inevitably. A majority of efforts have explored harvesting mechanical energy from vibrating objects (cars, buildings, etc.) along with human-induced vibrating motions [19–21]. Furthermore, a triboelectric generator based on the triboelectric effect has also attracted researchers’ interests to fabricate the flexible structures from nanotechnology and harvest energy from a walking human body [22,23].

Overall, the previous research work seems to fall short of expectations in the following aspects.

(i) Research motivations have been confined to the supply power for portable, wearable, or even implanted electronic devices. In consideration of the long-term vision and more extensive application, the wearable frames that assist humans to move and take steps have the potential for energy regeneration, such as a gait orthotic system and exoskeleton [24,25].

(ii) Harvested energy tends to suffer from insufficient output power. The energy produced by foot strike is in large quantity. So, how to find a more effective energy conversion and management way is a challenging subject, regarding the interdisciplinary knowledge of mechanical design, materials, circuit, power transmission, and control, etc.

(iii) Storage and arrangement of captured energy is as important as energy conversion to achieve effective recovery. Various batteries are easy to access for commercial use, irrespective of limited capacity and energy efficiency, so no special effort has been made on this topic [26]. Electricity generation is a very convenient way to transfer energy, but it is difficult to store in quantities to meet the diversity of customer demand [27].

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 provides a detailed review of the research progress of the existing human body motion energy conversion methods. Section 3 is about the research progress of human walking induced energy storage. Challenges from capture, storage, and utilization and their possible solutions are elaborated in Section 4. Prospects are discussed, and recommendations are presented in Section 5 with a concern for a high efficiency energy recycling applied in the wearable robot fields, followed by conclusions in Section 6.

2. Human Walking Induced Energy Conversion

Essentially, human walking induced energy that can be used potentially exits in the form of mechanical energy. For energy recovery, it has to convert into energy in a certain form that can be regulated freely. Electric energy is the desirable form when it comes to the flexibility of distribution and utilization, so the researchers generally take electricity as the energy form after conversion. There are four commonly adopted ways to generate electricity: using smart materials, electrostatic capacitance converter, the triboelectric effect, and electromagnetic induction. The feasibility corresponding to the different types of energy sources is estimated, as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy Sources</th>
<th>Foot Stepping</th>
<th>Inertia Energy</th>
<th>Vibrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smart materials</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electromagnetic induction</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triboelectric effect</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrostatic capacitance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1. Smart Materials Based Harvester

Smart materials can change physical properties significantly in a controlled fashion by external stimuli, such as stress, electric, or magnetic fields. Benefiting from the superior properties, a variety of miniaturized energy harvesters made of such materials has attracted widespread attention from researchers continuously.
2.1.1. Piezoelectric Materials

Due to its advantages of simple architecture, piezoelectric materials are easy to fabricate into energy harvesters of different configurations [28]. It is quite suitable for harvesting energy from the compression motion performed by foot strike. So, embedding such harvesters into insole is the most common way to harvest human walking induced energy [29]. In practice, the effective deformation of the piezoelectric material is relatively small when the human foot strikes directly, and the amount of electricity generated is very limited. In order to improve the output power of such insole harvesters, amplification mechanisms were proposed to increase the effective strain in the piezoelectric material, as shown in Figure 3 [16]. With novel amplification mechanisms, the effective strain can be greatly improved, and the output electric power is much more than the harvester of traditional constructions [30]. It is reported that the magnetic rotary generator can produce approximately two orders of magnitude more power than either of the piezoelectric systems [14–16]. However, in contrast with traditional generators, the harvester with smart material is much easier to integrate smoothly into the design of common footwear without much interference to the shoe or gait [31].

![Figure 3. Truss-based compressive-mode piezoelectric energy harvester [29].](image)

Vibration energy harvest is another manner of addressing the same issues in microsystems applications [32]. Different from the aforementioned research focused on the foot locomotion, a collection of human-walking-induced vibration energy is realized at the other parts of the human body, such as the back and leg. Unlike ambient vibrations or acoustic waves from the surrounding mechanical systems, human walking produces random excitation to the harvester and brings nonlinearities into the energy harvesting system [33]. Previous research has provided many solutions for developing simple and efficient vibrational energy harvesting devices using piezoelectric materials [34–36]. Such smart structures and integrated systems may facilitate a walking energy harvesting transducer with consideration of the exclusive excitations of human beings compared with mechanical vibrations.

Due to the intense acceleration and deceleration of the foot, inertial mechanisms are more suitable for absorbing energy. From this aspect, the piezoelectric backpack harvesting the walking human body inertia energy is proposed by replacing the traditional strap of the backpack with that made of the piezoelectric polymer, and it can obtain 45.6 mW of power [37]. However, the randomly generated low-frequency excitation of human limbs must be transformed into a higher transducer frequency to realize energy harvesting [38].

2.1.2. Other Smart Materials

The dielectric elastomer has high strain energy, but it requires a high pre-charge voltage (typically up to several thousand volts) to produce a current when the material is compressed to deform [39,40]. It is attractive in many applications, including artificial muscles, micro-valves, intelligent endoscopes, etc. [41,42]. When the small generator, shown in Figure 4, is placed into a military boot heel to harvest human walking energy from foot strikes, it can generate up to 1 W of electricity by taking one step a second [43–45]. In addition, magnetostrictive material and magnetic shape memory alloy are also most frequently concerned as they perform energy conversion efficiently [46,47]. Many efforts are devoted to vibration energy harvesting with those materials, and mechanical kinetic energy has been converted...
into electrical energy successfully [48–50]. It is significant to develop human walking induced vibration energy generation technology in practice and may become true in the future after the issues of external excitation differences between mechanical systems and the human body are completely settled.

![Image of dielectric elastomer powered boot generators](Image)

**Figure 4.** Dielectric elastomer powered boot generators [43].

### 2.2. Electromagnetic Induction Generator

Electromagnetic induction is supposed to be the most primary way to generate electricity. Studies suggested that, in most cases, the maximum energy harvested by means of an electric generator is higher than that generated with smart materials [51–54]. Furthermore, an energy harvester with smart materials has to be embedded into the shoes while an electromagnetic induction motor has no such limitations. The basic idea of a human-powered generator is using the human body motion to make the permanent magnet and inductive coil perform the relative movement to output electricity. Therefore, the relative velocity of the permanent magnet and inductive coil induced by the human walking motion is the key factor to improve the output power of the generator.

#### 2.2.1. Traditional Generator

The foot striking action leads to the relative movement between the feet and ground. It makes the possibility of using a compact generator to harvest energy. For example, an insole generator developed by MIT uses a mechanical system coupled with a flywheel, and it can generate up to 1.2 W of power during a standard walk [55]. However, this generator’s working stroke is up to 3 cm, which may bring inconvenience to the wearer. The research group also hosts twin motor-generators along with step-up gears embedded directly into a sneaker’s sole (without springs or flywheels for energy storage) and produces 60 mW of electricity under the same condition. After all, a generator is so bulky that it usually takes much room. In contradiction to such demands, there is only limited space available for embedding at the foot and sole interface.

Human walking induced vibration energy can be collected nearly on every part of the human body, so the electric generator design has more flexibility. Studies conducted over the last few years mostly placed a harvester in a backpack carried by shoulders to recover energy [16,21,56]. Such backpack was designed based on the assumption that a person walks like an inverted pendulum, in which the hip traces out an arc over an extended leg with a vertical excursion of 5 cm or so. With the prototype shown in Figure 5, power generation can reach a maximum of 7.4 W at the speed of 6.4 km/h when the participant is carrying 20–38 kg loads [57]. Additionally, the human walking-induced vertical movement of the load in the gravitational field is also a promising energy source. However, compared with mechanical vibration, human-induced oscillations are challenging for energy harvesting because of low-frequency, aperiodic, and time-varying characteristics [58,59].
Since the human body is subjected to the severe acceleration and deceleration during walking, the inertia mechanism is more suitable for energy absorption and accumulation. The exemplary inertial generator harvesting human body energy can date back to the 18th century, which is a self-winding watch integrated with a small inertial energy harvester [60,61]. The mechanical transmission system operates together with the electromagnetic transducer. This invention is still serving for a variety of commercial products [62].

Investigations proved that the lower limb produces much kinetic energy by the swing motion of human walking. Hence, a generator can be mounted on the knee brace as demonstrated in Figure 6, the working principle of which is the same as the energy storage brake on the hybrid electric vehicle [63–66]. It is not only capable of outputting more power than the insole generator but is lighter than the backpack generator. It can be used by tourists or soldiers to get through an emergency where power supply is temporarily unavailable. Furthermore, a magnetically plucked wearable knee-joint energy harvester was designed by researchers to scavenge energy from knee-joint motions during human walking and power an energy-aware wireless sensor node for data sensing [67]. Another interesting work related to inertial energy harvest is presented by Shan et al. in Ref. [68], where a free rotating inertia block and a fixed coil are adopted to design a power generation device to capture the kinetic energy of human walking. This device is more encouraging than the self-winding watch that utilizes the motion of the user’s arm to accelerate a small internal mass [69].
Although the rotational generator can operate efficiently, it is difficult to achieve continuous output because a complete revolution is hardly made with the inconsistency of the walking movement, and mostly, the rotating mass cannot be too large to interfere with the wearer. Therefore, more and more attention has been paid to the linear inertia generator that collects energy in the daily action of the human body [70]. The inertia force generator can be taken as a kind of spring mass system, including inertia mass, spring, and damper. The electromagnetic inertia generator is expected to provide enough power for implantable medical devices, such as artificial heart or joints [71].

2.2.2. Generator with Liquid Metal

The working principle of the generator based on liquid metal is similar to that of an electromagnetic generator. The liquid metal flow cuts the magnetic lines and converts mechanical energy into electrical energy. The feasibility of its application in energy recovery has been studied previously [72,73]. Some research works have also been conducted to consider harvesting human walking induced energy with the matter [74]. Although the power generation by the liquid metal generator is only in the micro watt scale, its attempt has opened up a new field for human power generation. Moreover, the reverse electrowetting technique based on liquid metal to capture the mechanical energy of the human body can increase output power density to as high as 103 W/m² [75,76].

2.3. Triboelectric Generator

The triboelectric effect is a very common physical phenomenon that appears in daily life. Based on the principle, the concept of the triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) was firstly proposed by Wang a few years ago [77]. Since then, great attempts about the applications of the triboelectric nanogenerator have been demonstrated by his research group continuously with original and innovative contributions to the synthesis, discovery, characterization, and explanation of fundamental physical properties of this kind of device [78–82]. His invention and achievements provided an alternative for harvesting mechanical energy from environmental and biological systems.

When carrying a triboelectric nanogenerator built inside the insole to harvest walking-induced energy, electricity can be generated as soon as the human walks. Based on the cycled contact-separation between a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) film and a polyethylene terephthalate (PET) film, a simple fabrication and cost-effective triboelectric nanogenerator with outstanding performance was developed. During the test conducted in 10 s, the instantaneous maximum power value was nearly 1.4 mW by changing the resistor from 10³ to 10⁶ Ω [78]. The basic structure of such devices used to produce triboelectric energy and output the current is a thin film only nanoscale in thickness, so the generator can be made soft and transparent [79]. Furthermore, the approach to create the simple-to-fabricate, high-performance, wearable, and all-fiber triboelectric nanogenerator based insole with a composition of electrospun piezoelectric polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) nanofibers sandwiched between a pair
of conducting fabric electrodes that effectively harvests energy from vibration caused by foot strikes during human walking was proposed, as shown in Figure 7 [80]. In previous research, the PVDF material together with nylon has proven to be very suitable for fabricating the fully self-powered and portable detection devices [81].

![Figure 7. Schematic of a triboelectric nanogenerator based insole](image)

Figure 7. Schematic of a triboelectric nanogenerator based insole [80]. (a) TENG embedded into insole; (b) PVDF nanofibers; (c–g) working mechanism of the TENG when the device is in the states of origin, equilibrium, step off, equilibrium, step on; (h) voltage-time curve.

Since triboelectric charge is very common on the human body from a variety of ambient sources, it can exist at nearly any location of the human body. For instance, triboelectric nanogenerators can also be fabricated based on a human skin patch to harvest biomechanical energy. It makes use of the periodic contact/separation between an area of human skin and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) film with a surface of specially designed novel structures and can achieve relatively high energy conversion efficiency [83,84]. As an effective energy source, this device shows great potential in human–machine interfacing and micro/nano-electromechanical systems.

2.4. Electrostatic Energy Conversion

Harvesting vibration energy from human body can also be achieved by an electrostatic generator [85]. In essence, such devices are mechanically variable capacitors of which plates are separated by the movement of the source [86]. Accordingly, the electrostatic capacitive energy converter can be employed to realize vibration-to-electricity energy conversion, but the efficiency is not as high as expected [87,88]. Moreover, it needs to be precharged to initiate the conversion process. An electrostatic generator of small size is particularly suitable for microelectromechanical systems and acts as the portable vibrational energy harvester of the human walking motion [89,90]. To obtain the best results, vibration caused by human walking has to be at a frequency as close to the resonance frequency of the transducer as possible. In practice, human walking produces the mechanical excitations at lower frequencies compared with the vibration from mechanical systems. This is part of the reason for the fact that the electrostatic energy conversion is actually rarely studied.

3. Human Walking Induced Energy Storage

Converting human walking motion into energy available for regulation and utilization is the first step for developing self-powered devices. Since the mechanical energy generated during human walking suffers from dramatic change, the directly captured energy usually cannot deliver in a steady state. In order to maintain a continuous energy supply, it is very necessary to conduct energy regulation or output rectification.
3.1. Considerations for Energy Storage

Since energy storage is crucial for walking induced energy harvest and reuse, energy loss in the process and convenience to release energy for utilization should be concerned. Meanwhile, energy storage may involve energy form change, reducing the efficiency of both storage and discharge links. Obviously, energy conversion between different forms inevitably leads to loss and even other unfavorable factors, such as heating, degrading the system performance. On the other hand, the energy conversion and storage system have to be attached to the human body and follow the walking movements, so the procedures should be simple and easy. It is desired to choose an appropriate energy form so that the energy harvest can be done conveniently.

3.2. Frequently Adopted Energy Storage Methods

Many kinds of energy storage systems have been developed to meet the requirements of various applications, simply divided into chemical and physical energy storage. An electric energy storage system mainly comprises batteries, control, and power conditioning systems [91,92]. The batteries are made of stacked cells where-in chemical energy is converted into electrical energy and vice versa by electrochemical reactions. Many types of batteries can be found, taking their specific advantages in either energy efficiency or self-discharge rates [93,94]. There are also other emerging electric energy storage techniques that are currently not yet used as extensively as batteries on a commercial basis [95]. Actually, electrical energy storage is a difficult subject because it always suffers from energy conversion along with energy loss. As for batteries, power density and safety are also unfavorable restraints for the integrated system. So, efforts have been made on energy conversion mechanisms, but little is reported on storage to construct a rechargeable system with human walking induced energy [96].

4. Challenges and Possible Solutions

4.1. Limitations of Current Energy Harvest Techniques

4.1.1. Energy Conversion

Low energy conversion efficiency is a pronounced problem. For instance, the electric power collected through piezoelectric material is still relatively trifle in quantity, although a great number of researchers have been dedicated to the technique. The current research is focused more on improving the energy conversion efficiency by changing the physical and geometric parameters of harvesters. It is reported that the energy conversion efficiency of the material itself is limited by many interior factors. Another limitation is the quantity of power obtained from the harvester. Human walking can produce considerable energy in daily life, but the harvested energy reported in the references mostly stays at the microwatts level [97,98]. Throughout the previous studies, the electromagnetic induction effect based harvesters get the most energy, but the results are not optimistic, referring to those listed in Table 2 for comparisons. In fact, although the energy generation resulting from walking-induced footfall reaches as much as dozens of watts, the acting force direction of the foot is changing with time. Variation of the foot posture in different gait phases brings about difficulty in capturing the maximum energy from the human walking motion through the whole cycle [99].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Generated Electricity (W)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paradiso et al. [55]</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rome et al. [16]</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donelan et al. [65]</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saha et al. [56]</td>
<td>0.3–2.5 × 10⁻³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wei et al., 2009 [71]</td>
<td>0.055</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1.2. Energy Storage

In the current research, energy harvested from human walking motion has to be stored in the form of electricity. Unfortunately, not enough effort has been taken on the issue within the research field of human walking induced energy harvest. Battery energy storage is not a new topic but still challenging in many applications. Attentions related to electric energy storage are mostly paid to the large plants, such as wind farms, because of frequent supply and demand fluctuations [100,101]. By contrast, energy generated by human walking motion is much less in quantity, so the energy storage efficiency should be given special attention. Apparently, the relatively low efficiency is the weakness of the battery because either charging for storage or discharging to power electronics is always accompanied by energy loss. As shown in Figure 8, energy is converted from electrical energy to chemical energy during charging and inversely during discharging. The charge and discharge efficiency of a battery usually falls into the range of 80% to 90%. Generally, a lithium ion battery has higher efficiency and power density, but it is significantly less compared with that of fossil fuels, of which the value is equal to about 1% [102–104]. Furthermore, safety and environmental protection are also major problems in the case that the battery is embedded into the energy harvesting system and attached to the human body all the time [105]. Until now, such problems encountered in other applications where the battery is taken as a power source have not been solved effectively.

![Energy conversion between charging and discharging of the battery.](image)

**Figure 8.** Energy conversion between charging and discharging of the battery.

4.1.3. Use of Regenerative Energy

The current energy harvesting system is used to charge portable electronic devices. As illustrated in Figure 9, these rechargeable electronics, everything from laptop computers to cell phones to flashlights, are tightly associated with people’s daily life. Considering the human-assisted exoskeleton as a kind of wearable mechatronic system for augmentation or rehabilitation, saving energy and extending battery life or duration of any other power source by energy regeneration are extremely important. In fact, the wearable harvester attached onto a human body can function at any movable location theoretically because it follows the human body motion [106]. So various energy sources can be found, and more biomechanical energy can be captured from footfalls to vibration, or even inertia energy to aid limb motion [107]. Furthermore, since the generator produces alternating current, it must be converted into DC power. So, the harvesting circuit, including a rectifier and DC–DC converter, should be configured, especially along with an algorithm for the DC–DC converter to implement the optimal power transfer strategy and maximize the power extracted from generators and stored by the battery [108,109]. Finally, it should be noticed that rectification of the alternating polarity of the voltage and current to power portable devices or charge batteries is usually achieved with a reduction of about 5% in electrical power [57].
4.2. Potential Solutions

Basically, human walking induced kinematic energy belongs to mechanical energy. The currently proposed harvesters need to convert mechanical energy into electrical energy and then serve as power sources [110]. Conversion leads to energy loss and reduction of efficiency inevitably. In order to avoid the loss of this link, it is absolutely preferable to consider the application object that uses up mechanical energy directly instead of converting in advance. As a result, wearable mechanical devices are suitable candidates in response to this specific requirement. For example, the harvester can be functioning like a suspended-load ergonomic backpack to reduce the extra energy cost of carrying loads [111]. Similarly, aiming at reducing the energy cost of human walking and making it easier, Steven et al. developed an unpowered exoskeleton, shown in Figure 10, with spring storing and returning energy during each step; energy is restored by the lightweight and simple mechanical frame [112].

![Figure 10. Device for reducing human metabolic energy during walking [112].](image)

In a purely mechanical system without electricity, the spring acts as an energy storage component and recycles the energy mechanically and then does work to other wearable devices like a prosthetic foot mechanically [113]. Further, fluid power drive systems have been designed as an assist system with feasibility for use in hybrid neuroprostheses or ankle-foot orthosis [114,115]. Obviously, this design also contributes to the improvement of energy efficiency.

4.2.1. Improving Energy Efficiency

Seeking an alternative energy form for harvest and reuse is a promising solution to get a breakthrough in energy harvesting, especially for the wearable mechatronic systems like exoskeletons. A powered exoskeleton is basically a wearable walking robot developed for rehabilitation or physical augmentation of the wearer. It is usually powered by a system of electric motors, pneumatics, hydraulics, or a combination of technologies. Since fluid power is easier to transfer and control, its application of walking energy harvesting could be an ideal practice to perform energy saving on such robotic systems [116]. The pneumatic system has functioned in such a biomechanical system of small power as self-powered ankle-foot orthosis by generating power with an air pump embedded into
the sole [117,118]. As shown in Figure 11, with a simple pneumatic circuit energy delivered by air compression was captured when the foot pressure was acting on the sole during walking.

![Figure 11. Ankle-foot orthotic device with pneumatic energy harvesting [116].](image)

For a powered exoskeleton, hydraulic drive system may be superior to that of electric motors in terms of energy efficiency partly because amplifier losses usually should not be underestimated in power consumption [119]. From the aspect of energy flow, transformations in the electric system take place at least four times over the whole process. As shown in Figure 12, electric energy has to be converted into chemical energy for storage, making the process complex to some extent. In contrast, that is simple for a hydraulic drive system because change only takes place between mechanical and hydraulic energy. Moreover, hydraulic energy can be stored easily and do work directly. Obviously, more links mean more energy loss, and less energy loss definitely improves the energy efficiency of the entire process. So, it is expected to achieve the high efficiency energy harvesting objective by converting human walking mechanical energy into hydraulic energy.

- **Energy conversion**

  With the development of fabrication technology of hydraulic components and systems in the micro scale, robots driven by micro hydraulic actuators have emerged in the past few years, featured by compact structure and higher power to weight ratio [120,121]. Such micro hydraulic systems with excellent drive performance provide a promising solution for the wearable robotic equipment like an exoskeleton. For instance, a hydraulic energy harvester can be designed and embedded into the insole with reference to the other harvesters reviewed above. As shown in Figure 13, the harvester works based on the principle of a volumetric pump and supplies high pressure fluid when the foot is applying downward forces. The walking induced energy is regenerated by high pressure fluid, and then the energy conversion is achieved. As for component fabrication, additive manufacturing has been employed to make the integrated hydraulic actuation system for a legged robot and has proven its significant performance in constructing compact and lightweight drive units [122,123].

- **Energy storage**

  Energy storage is complicated in an electrical system, and it takes a long time to charge the battery. The electric signal transmitted during the energy conversion process has to suffer from rectification before electric energy storage [124]. The hydraulic power system, by contrast, is characterized by the combination of energy conversion and storage with an accumulator to realize easily. Furthermore, the consistent use of regenerative energy is particularly significant to the efficiency improvement. Hence, compact and powerful energy storage devices are required at any time. Comparisons of electrical, mechanical, and hydraulic energy storage devices illustrated in Figure 14 show that the classical hydraulic accumulator has very good superiority [125].
energy efficiency of hydraulic drives has increased dramatically over the past decades, taking advantage of its easily implemented energy regeneration [126,127]. Similar to the bulky frame of the battery, the fluid energy storage device is usually not a lightweight component. It is critical, especially for mobile application, and should be improved by reducing the weight. With the emerging new material and the advanced manufacturing technology, such components with a mass reduction of more than 50% compared to the metallic structure have been reported [128]. This achievement is very exciting for the current fluid power system and makes it possible to expand the application scope of the fluid energy storage device.

- Energy utilization

Since hydraulic energy can be converted into mechanical energy and perform work directly, the energy regulation and distribution has more flexibility when applied in the energy harvesting system. Consequently, the exoskeleton robot system for human power assistance driven by hydraulic actuators still owns a large share in the field applications, sharing the market together with electric drives, especially dedicated for the lower limb assistance or prosthesis, which usually consumes more power [129–131]. Taking advantage of relatively simple energy conversion and storage procedures, a hydraulic drive system with energy regeneration design could be more attractive in practice and rightly cover the shortage results from energy efficiency in most cases [132]. It is indicated that a great quantity of energy can even be regenerated and feedback to the hydraulic drive system of a wearable lower extremity, focusing on the walking induced energy merely by foot strike [133]. As illustrated in Figure 15, it definitely benefits from the shorter energy transfer chain than the electric system. With a properly designed accumulator, it can not only store hydraulic energy in high density but also absorb shocks brought about by frequent foot strike and lift movements.

![Figure 12. Schematic of energy flow in different energy harvesting systems.](image_url)

![Figure 13. Micro insole embedded hydraulic energy harvester; (a) insole regeneration mechanism; (b) hydraulic circuit.](image_url)
walking induced lower limb dynamics are very important to energy harvesting. The harvester should
with the ground, and the generated force can be decomposed into the components in three directions.
variation during a gait cycle. Interactions provide the forces necessary for propulsion and equilibrium
during human locomotion [134]. Biologically, the human walking gait is divided into stance phase
and swing phase, with an approximate duration ratio of six to four [135,136]. For a single foot, energy
generation caused by pressing on the ground happens in the stance phase. In this phase, foot interacts
with the ground, and the generated force can be decomposed into the components in three directions.
Data can be collected with the participation of subjects. As shown in Figure 16, three components $F_x,$
$F_y,$ and $F_z$ were normalized to body weight in order to allow comparison, and the length of each period
is expressed as percentages of the stance phase [137,138]. Obviously, both direction and magnitude of
the ground reacting force resulting from human walking change with the gait cycle all the way. So, the
maximum energy induced changes too, and recovery of maximum energy should be carried out
along the direction of the acting force as possible. However, the existing research on human walking
induced energy harvest falls short of the in-depth analysis of the human walking gait, and the motion
characteristics of the lower limbs are often considered in an approximate manner when designing
harvesters. The inaccurate model definitely limits the efficiency of energy recovery. Therefore, human
walking induced lower limb dynamics are very important to energy harvesting. The harvester should
be designed specially to adapt to the variation of energy caused by foot strike. Investigation into
the distribution of power carried by foot with respect to time and space is very necessary so that the
harvester can be designed specially and efficiently.

Figure 14. Performance comparisons of various energy storage devices [125].

Figure 15. Walking energy harvesting with hydraulic power conversion [133].

4.2.2. Maximizing the Captured Power

As mentioned above, energy harvesting can be implemented from many movable parts of the
human body. Among all potential energy sources, foot strike induces most energy in quantity. So, it
should better attach the harvester onto feet or into shoes in order to maximize the captured energy, as
the previous research does usually. However, the force acting on the ground by foot strike is subject to
variation during a gait cycle. Interactions provide the forces necessary for propulsion and equilibrium
during human locomotion [134]. Biologically, the human walking gait is divided into stance phase
and swing phase, with an approximate duration ratio of six to four [135,136]. For a single foot, energy
generation caused by pressing on the ground happens in the stance phase. In this phase, foot interacts
with the ground, and the generated force can be decomposed into the components in three directions.
Data can be collected with the participation of subjects. As shown in Figure 16, three components $F_x,$
$F_y,$ and $F_z$ were normalized to body weight in order to allow comparison, and the length of each period
is expressed as percentages of the stance phase [137,138]. Obviously, both direction and magnitude of
the ground reacting force resulting from human walking change with the gait cycle all the way. So, the
maximum energy induced changes too, and recovery of maximum energy should be carried out
along the direction of the acting force as possible. However, the existing research on human walking
induced energy harvest falls short of the in-depth analysis of the human walking gait, and the motion
characteristics of the lower limbs are often considered in an approximate manner when designing
harvesters. The inaccurate model definitely limits the efficiency of energy recovery. Therefore, human
walking induced lower limb dynamics are very important to energy harvesting. The harvester should
be designed specially to adapt to the variation of energy caused by foot strike. Investigation into
the distribution of power carried by foot with respect to time and space is very necessary so that the
harvester can be designed specially and efficiently.
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Figure 16. Stance phase of gait and ground reaction forces in the time domain [137].

5. Prospects

Walking is one of the most common human activities of daily living and a complex behavior consuming enormous metabolic energy. It is estimated that an average-sized person stores as much energy in fat as a one-ton battery, indicating the high power density of the human body energy system [139]. The artificial energy supply is far away from this capacity. Currently, many ways of harvesting energy from human walking and its related motion have been investigated. Their pros and cons are listed in Table 3. Obviously, different ways are potential for different applications. As shown previously, one of the biggest problems in human walking induced energy harvest is low power output, gleaning between milliwatts and microwatts [140]. So, exploring the effective means to increase the energy available for use is still of significance in the future. For instance, trying new energy forms to perform energy recovery, and it no longer seems to be confined to electricity of which energy storage is not so easy to realize. A mechanical or fluid system may be attempted to harvest the human walking induced energy, in light of a less complicated procedure. Higher efficiency and less energy loss are expected in the circumstances. Moreover, the energy harvester should be compact and lightweight to achieve greater ratios of power to volume and to weight, which is commonly pursued by such applications that have to attach something to the human body but avoid annoying the user.
In addition, the energy harvesting devices are placed very close to the human body, so they should be designed and integrated based on ergonomics so as to wear comfortably and conveniently [141]. The less influence on the human body, the better people feel. It would be ideal for the wearer to enjoy walking in the same way as walking freely without any accessories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Different Ways</th>
<th>Power Obtained</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Shortages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smart materials</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>Compact/lightweight</td>
<td>Limited to light LEDs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electromagnetic induction</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>Fixed at many locations around body</td>
<td>Complex/bulky, difficult for storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triboelectric effect</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>integrated/lightweight</td>
<td>Affected by covered area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrostatic capacitance</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>compact/lightweight</td>
<td>Depend on the mechanical vibration frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>large</td>
<td>No conversion of mechanical energy and direct storage</td>
<td>Release at the location of storage, poor flexibility for use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluid power (pneumatics, hydraulics)</td>
<td>large</td>
<td>Integration of harvest and utilization, easy for storage and transmission</td>
<td>Need pipelines, limited to walking machines or robotics driven by fluid power</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Conclusions

This paper primarily provides an overview of various human walking induced energy harvesting techniques, from the aspects of conversion, storage, and utilization. Based on the analysis of the previously conducted and ongoing research activities, recommendations were made for harvesting the energy from human walking and utilizing wearable robotics. The conclusions can be drawn as follows.

(1) Human walking induced energy can be produced in great quantity and it is possible to be captured. The energy caused by the walking motion may either result from body vibration or exist as inertial energy of moving limbs, or even do work by interactions between foot and ground. It is of great significance to exploit the human walking action that keeps generating mechanical energy continually.

(2) Various parasitic harvesters have been made with smart materials and different types of generators based on electromagnetic induction, triboelectric effect, or electrostatic effect. However, from the aspect of energy saving of drive and mechatronic systems aiming at doing work rather than merely lighting LEDs, conversion from kinetic into electric energy involves a complicated process to some extent and vice versa. Further, electric signals have to be rectified, together with relatively complex procedures of energy storage and utilization, the overall energy efficiency of the harvesting system gets low and it cannot reach the expectations.

(3) Energy harvesting on the walking and wearable robotics seems more promising in efficiency. Converting mechanical energy into fluid power could be more direct with less energy loss. Under the circumstance, energy conversion, storage, and utilization can be realized easily within an integrated system. It is appropriate for the artificial exoskeleton to achieve power augmentation or assisting rehabilitation of lower limb because these robotic devices perform walking motions simultaneously. Such applications are expected to increase the duration of robots with batteries of certain capacity as the power supply or reduce the installed power and volume of the drive unit effectively.
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